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1 of 1 review helpful and in great condition Thank you By R C Tucker I knew Bruce Lee was masterful when it came 
to martial arts but this book has wisdom that is applicable to life and success I plan to give this book as a gift to a 
number of people most especially my children It came quickly and in great condition Thank you 0 of 0 review helpful 
Decent book with some powerful qu A teacher is never a giver of truth mdash he is a guide a pointer to the truth that 
each student must find for himself A good teacher is merely a catalyst mdash Bruce LeeWithin the pages of Striking 
Thoughts you will find the secrets of Bruce Lee s amazing success mdash as an actor martial artist and inspiration to 
the world Consisting of eight sections Striking Thoughts covers 72 topics and 825 aphorisms mdash from spirituality 
to hellip Bruce Lee books are now also available in ebook format hellip That s great it s nice if you re traveling to take 
everything with you in one little small container so to speak mdash Martial Thoughts Podcast Since he himsel 
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